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 Hadoop is an optimal solution for big data processing and storing since being 
released in the late of 2006, hadoop data processing stands on master-slaves 

manner that’s splits the large file job into several small files in order to 
process them separately, this technique was adopted instead of pushing one 
large file into a costly super machine to insights some useful information. 
Hadoop runs very good with large file of big data, but when it comes to big 
data in small files it could facing some problems in performance, processing 
slow down, data access delay, high latency and up to a completely cluster 
shutting down. In this paper we will high light on one of hadoop’s 
limitations, that’s affects the data processing performance, one of these limits 
called “big data in small files” accrued when a massive number of small files 

pushed into a hadoop cluster which will rides the cluster to shut down totally. 
This paper also high light on some native and proposed solutions for big data 
in small files, how do they work to reduce the negative effects on hadoop 
cluster, and add extra performance on storing and accessing mechanism. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
In the past, big data producing and storing was limited on the high-profile companies and 

organizations such as the old yahoo, IBM, Amazon…etc [1]. These companies used to generate customers 

tracking files, logs, receipts and up to photo, videos on the top of their business, but since the smartphones 

revolution era, IoT (internet of things) [2], online availability and high internet connection, big data 

production being massively and rapidly out of control which made a need of a tool that can absorbs all of 

these data in order to regulate and insight them, is hadoop [3-5]. 

Big data known as a massive amount of data that’s cannot be processing with the standard data management 

techniques [6], Big data characteristics stands on 5V’s are:  

a. Volume: is shown how much capacity that’s big data could be. 

b. Varity: many resources that big data are coming from. 

c. Velocity: big data streaming and high transferring. 
d. Veracity: Even if the data is 100% correct, there will be a dirty and incomplete data.  

e. Value: is the data valuable and can be useful? [7, 8] 

The world-wide data are limited into three types, the first type called structured data, is the SQL 

data or the data in tables such as SQL server, My SQL, Oracle …etc, this data covers only 20% of the whole 

data in the world, the second type is unstructured data are multimedia data, internet of things data, machines 

and sensors data, the third type is semi-structured data, this one acting like hybrid between structured and 

unstructured data, both of semi-structured and unstructured data are 80% of total data in the world [9-11]. 
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2. HADOOP ARCHITECTURE 

Hadoop architecture stands on master-slave manner in data processing and storing, the main node in 

hadoop called “Namenode” [1], this one knows everything happening across the cluster such as data 

transactions, data storing ID, data replications, other Datanode health and availability and much more 

technical jobs [12], in other words, Namenode holds every metadata about the cluster, on the other hand, 

the rest of nodes called “Datanodes” that’s save the actual data in a smaller unites called data blocks, every 

data block is 64 MB size [13]. The saving mechanism force the income data to occupy 80% of the block size 

as the rest of the data block is used for metadata purposes. Hadoop has a good data availability technique 
that’s every file in the cluster must has three replicas distributed in some other datanode in order to keep 

the file accessible even if the Datanode somehow goes down [4, 14, 15]. 

 

 

3. BIG DATA IN SMALL FILES DEFINITION 

A big data, can be more than 1 TB, or a 500 GB of multimedia files such as videos, or else can be 10 

TB of logs files, however, big data is not only a bunch of big files, it can be a group of small files related 

together in making sense. Generally, files with volume within 5 MB are called small file [16], but some 

others said that’s files are less than data block size (64 MB) is called a small files [17]. The small files can be 

logs, images, documents, voice records …etc. 

 

 

4. SMALL FILE ISSUE 

Due to hadoop is an open source [18], it was adopted by several companies under different names 

such as: HortonWorks distribution by yahoo, Cloudera from Facebook, Google, Oracle and Yahoo, Facebook 

corona by Facebook and some others [19, 20]. That’s means hadoop is a novel successful tool to treats 

Big Data problem, thus, during these long years, there were a problem flout on the surface called “big data in 

small files”.Namenode, is the master node of hadoop, this node stores all the meta data about datanodes, and 

all metadata about the data in the datanodes, on the other hand, datanodes are used to store the actual data, 

and due to Hadoop’s architecture, every single file must be replicated into 3 copies in the cluster in order of 

availability purposes. In Datanode memory, every 64 MB of memory called data block, if the stored file is 

less than the data block, it considers as a small file [17], this data block can hold one file only whether the file 

is 1 MB or 64 MB, every data block is known to the Namenode by metadata, every metadata size is 120B, 
thus, if one Datanode has 1000000 data blocks, the total size of metadata that sent already to Namenode is 

120*1000000=120 MB/Datanode, if the total nodes in one hadoop cluster is 10000 nodes, this leads to 

120 MB*10000=1.2 TB of metadata, this massive number of metadata cannot be handled by the Namenode 

which could leads to a dramatical shut down, and if Namenode goes down, the secondary Namenode 

will take the lead for a while then shutting down [19], and finally the wholly hadoop cluster will be 

use-less [21, 22]. 

 

 

5. SOLUTIONS 

Of course, many research papers proposed some exits for this problem, some of these researches are 

already in use while the rest still documented: 
- HAR file: Hadoop Archive was the first novel exit for big data in small file issue, basically HAR file 

used to pack the small files into HDFS blocks that’s can treats directly with Namenode. HAR file is 

created by running a hadoop archive command, means a Mapreduce job starts packing all the huge 

number of small files to be a small number of HAR files, thus treating with ten of HAR files is much 

more efficient and smoother rather than treating with thousands of small size files [1], and beside of this, 

HAR file doesn’t alter the architecture of HDFS. HAR is an excellent exit to avoid Namenode metadata 

jam, HAR file gives an option to access the files directly inside it as well as the creation steps done in 

easy commands, but on the other side, as a shortage, HAR cannot be altered after being created, cannot 

add more files, or delete some unwanted files from it. The bumpiest shortage in HAR is every file inside 

it requires 2 index files (Master index, Index) to read [23], that’s mean reading a file from HDFS it self is 

much easier than reading from HAR file. Another limitation of HAR is the memory; HAR files puts extra 

pressure on the file system due to generate a copy of the original files and takes space as much as they 
need [23]. 

- nHAR file: new Hadoop Archive is a correction of HAR file, its almost the same story but with some 

differences in architecture, first different is nHAR file needs only one index file to read, the second 

different is nHAR can be edit, you can add more files to the archive after create it. (Mir 2017). As well as 

HAR, nHAR is used to read files without altering HDFS architecture, but on the contrary of it, nHAR use 
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only one index to access the files instead, which mean more reading performance and efficiency, 

however, the reading mechanism is done based on creating a hash table instead of master index 

approach [24]. 

Figure 1 shown nHAR working mechanisim that’s every small file 1…n, every file will be hashing 

and given an index number right before being saved inside a large file called “Part File”. Hash table in nHAR 

is using instead of the index file that’s adopted in HAR, to generate a hash code, the file name and 

the number of index file are used, then merging index files and moving to the part file, once part file being 

full, and new one will generate and continue filling [25]. Similar to HAR, the actual file will be stored to 

the part file, so the same problem with HAR that’s the actual file will add more data load to HDFS whole 

storage, even this, nHAR easier and simpler than HAR in adding a new file to an existing nHAR file. Both of 
HAR and nHAR techniques are preventing to avoid altering HDFS architecture, the rest of this paper is 

shown another small file reduction technique but with HDFS architecture upgrade. 
 

 

 
Figure 1. New archive technique [17, 24] 

 

 

- Improved HDFS: This technique stands of two parts, the first one is client components which packing 

the small files into one big file, the second one is data node component which treating the resource 

management. Improved HDFS is an index based that’s used to collect all small files of the same HDFS 

directory in one file, on the other side, the cash manager will resident in the Datanode.The packing and 

storing method are running based on the small files offset and length, every small file will store in one big 

file one by one, then determine the total sum of the small files in that big file and finally comparing 

the result with the data block size is 64 MB, thus, if the large file total length goes greater than the block 

size, then multiple block will used to save the file separately [24]. 

Figure 2 uncover the general file storing mechanism in HDFS that’s only one file can be allocated in every 

data block, no matter if the file fits the block size or not, thus, every data block is connected to the Namenode 

via a metadata about it ID, Datanode location and some other info. As shown in Figure 2, once the file took 
place in the data block, the data block will be locked form inserting more files. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. How the files being located in data blocks [26] 
 

 

- Sequence file: Is another <key, value> technique for big data in small files, in a comparison with HAR, 

sequence file is faster in files access and file creation due to access a file inside a sequence file requires 1 

index each. Sequence file can be update after being created, can add more small files depends on 

the block size. To create a sequence file, running a Mapreduce job is a must, but firstly, all the targeted 
small files must migrate to a respective block of Hadoop, then run a Mapreduce job to create the sequence 
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file, however, Mapreduce job is required due to the sequence file architecture is based on <key, value>, 

which file name is the key, and file data is the value [27]. The Mapreduce job should maps all the small 

files till reaches the default block size and then pass it to reducer. The reducer will merge the files [28]. 

- Map File: Actually it’s a two files, data file and index file, the data file consists all pairs <key,value>, 

and the key information are stored in index file, however, both of these two files are sequence files  

(Ahad and Biswas 2018), and acting like sequence file but map file doesn’t looking for a entire file when 

search by key [23]. 

- Extended HDFS: EHDFS is another successful technique based on altering HDFS itself, however, 
all files are stored in a file called combine file in order to reduce the time in accessing files and reduce 

the load on Namenode, EHDFS stands on advance four indexing technique and prefetching of index 

information are file merging, file mapping, file prefetching and file extraction, the first file merging, 

file mapping and file prefetching are carried out by Namenode while the last one file extraction is carried 

out by Datanode [24]. As mentioned before, all of small files are stored in combine file, in the first stage 

(file merging), Namenode maintains a data only for this combine file, however, due to each data block 

can holds actual data size up to 80% of the block size and left the rest 20% for blocks metadata, there will 

be a hash table in the beginning of each block, this table holds an entry for each small file in the block in 

(offset, length), so based of this, the relation between block merging and combine file is the merged block 

is a part of the combine file. File mapping is the next stage of EHDFS, a request containing small file and 

combined file name is sent to the Namenode, for obtaining the location of the desired small file, in other 

words it’s a process to match the small files names to the block of the combined file. File prefetching is 
just reducing the metadata usage in the Namenode. File extraction (carried by data block) used to extract 

the desired small file from the data block [24, 29].  

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

There are a lot of big data in small files solutions, few of them use HDFS as is while the rest of 

others force to alter HDFS attitude, however, using HDFS as is would be a recomended choice to treats 

a pure hadoop, due to adding more customization will clear the small file issue, but on the other hand could 

add more complexity on hadoops work. 
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